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D.1 Description of installation 
D.1.1 Equipment description 
Refer to the layouts included in the electrical drawings. 
D.1.2 Functional description 
D.1.2.1 General description 
The installation is used to convey the palettes that permit the assembly of the rear seat. It is 
foreseen to work in JIT. 
The global process is distributed through 21 workstations and the workstation 22 placed on 
the return conveyor is used to unload the seat. A stockage buffer with a capacity of 15 
palettes is placed at the end of the working conveyor. 
D.1.2.2  Detailed description 
 
Name Element 
MO01/02/03CV Working conveyor on frequence converter 
TR01 Load Transfer 
MO07/08CV Conveyor Buffer 1 
TR02 Transfer Buffer 1 
MO10/11CV Conveyor Buffer 2 
TR03 Transfer Buffer 2 
MO09CV Conveyor Intermediary Buffer  
MO04/05/06CV Return Conveyor  
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WS1 Workstation 1 
WS 2 Workstation 2 
WS 3 Workstation 3 
WS 4 Workstation 4 
WS 5 Workstation 5 
WS 6 Workstation 6 
WS 7 Workstation 7 
WS 8 Workstation 8 
WS 9 Workstation 9 
WS 10 Workstation 10 
WS 11 Workstation 11 
WS 12 Workstation 12 
WS 13 Workstation 13 
WS 14 Workstation 14 
WS 15 Workstation 15 
WS 16 Workstation 16 
WS 17 Workstation 17 
WS 18 Workstation 18 
WS 19 Workstation 19 
WS 20 Workstation 20 
WS 21 Workstation 21 
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WS 22 Workstation 22 
SC1 Screwing 1 (BB/Slides) 
SC2 Screwing 2 (B60/BR) 
SC3 Screwing 3 (B40) 
SC4 Screwing 4 (3pt) 
CF1/TR1 Conformity and traceability 1 (C60/C100) 
CF2/TR2 Conformity and traceability 2 (C60) 
CF3/TR3 Conformity and traceability 3 (C40) 
CF4/TR4 Conformity and traceability 4 (B60) 
PH1 Rear ball fix 
PH2 Plastic levers 
The configuration of the whole line is given through the OP7. 
 
D.1.2.3 OP7 description 
The two OP7, placed at the beginning and at the end of the line, have exactly the same 
structure and functions. 
 
At the main screen, the ESC button of the OP7 shows the different faults in the sytem. The 
up/down arrows makes the next/previous appear. If there isn’t any alarm, the message NO 
ALARM is displayed. To move back to the main screen, it’s necessary to push the ENTER 
button. 
The different menus show a list with a button associated to his function. Pushing the button 
makes the concerned screen appear. 
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The manual movements are divided in zones. To move a conveyor, a mode continous or 
impulsion must be choosed. The selected mode will appear at the screen.  Then the buttons 
(movement + or -) at the panel can be used to start or stop the motors. 
The zone 1 concerns the different workstations and transferences. When a workstations is 
selected and the corresponding screen displayed, the movement can be chosed with the 
up/down arrows after the SHIFT button of the OP7 has been pushed. Then, the selection 
flashes and must be validated with the ENTER button to make it effective. 
 
The movement selected in one screen and activated there is still active if the screen is 
changed. Then, to stop the movement, it’s necessary to go back to the screen concerning the 
movement and there stop the movement with the buttons (movement + or -) .  
 
The configuration of the line is realised with the association of every mobile element (function 
or BCR) to a workstation. The up/down arrows move the cursor from the field concerning the 
wokstation of  a mobile element to the next one. To change the workstation concerned, place 
the cursor on the correct field, push the SHIFT button, change the workstation with the 
up/down arrows and accept it with the ENTER button to save the change. 
 
The functions Sequencing and Picking Help 1 and 2 can also be deactivated choosing the 
field OFF instead of linking the function to a determinate workstation. 
 
The screens concerning the messages between the PLC and the informatics show two fields 
for visualisation and the time-out field which value can be changed using the numerical 
buttons of the OP7. It’s possible to reset the counters while pushing the buttons “movement 
+” and “movement –“ simultaneously for a concrete length of time: 
• 1s: the counters concerning the message selected are reset 
• 3s: the counters concerning the message selected (sent and received ones) are reset 
• 5s: the counters of all messages are reset  
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The read BCR screens show the workstation where the BCR is configured and the last 
reading. It’s possible to move from a BCR to another one using the up/down arrows. 
 
In the “Sequencing control” screens, after choosing a type of production, the last and the next 
supposed fabrication numbers are displayed. It’s possible to change the last fabrication 




The speed of the conveyor can be changed with the numerical buttons of the OP7. 
 
All the workstations can work as bypass, this means there’s no need to push the pedal to 
release the palet. It will be released as soon as the next workstation will be ready. A field 
beside the workstation permits to choose the on/off state using the arrows after pushing the 
SHIFT button. 
 
The lamps test is done while the screen is showed. It’s possible to escape from one screen 
and move to the previous one with the ESC button. 
 
A bypass code can be introduced in the screen “Bypasscode”, by reading this code in a 
workstation the palet could be released without executing any function. 
 
In the case of the A/B station, the OP7 shows the same structure. 
 
Some screens are protected with a password, it’s only necessary to type 100 with the 
numerical buttons and accept with ENTER. 
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D.1.3 Description of operative material 
D.1.3.1 Conveyors 
The conveyors work continuously as the line is in cycle, the pressure of the pneumatic 
network is right and there are not emergency stop buttons pushed. In case there’s not 
movement through the line (detected by the sensors of palettes), the conveyors will be 
stopped after 5 minutes. The working conveyor speed is variable and adjustable with the OP7 
(the one placed in the main cabinet or at the beginning of the line). It depends on the number 
of cars per hour. 
D.1.3.2  Workstation 1 
The workstations are made of two parts, the workstation part that exists in all the stations and 
the function part that includes picking help, screwing or traceability depending on the process 
involved in each workstation. The first workstation and the last one placed on the transfer 
system show then this other function.  
The necessary material is also presented in two parts: 
• Workstation and transfer part: 
-    1 cabinet P152 for the signals of the workstation with 3 ASI IP20 subscribers 4 inputs / 4 
outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
- 1 electrical box  for lighting, sockets and power 
- 1emergency button Télémécanique XB4-BS142  
- 1 red lamp Télemécanique 
- 1 pedal 
- 1 monostable ev stopper palette 
- 1 monostable ev. and 3 inductive detectors 
- 1 inductive sensor for palette IFM  
- 1 bistable ev for locking palette + 2 reed  
- 1 switch Gewiss Ref. GW20 503 
- 2 sockets  230V 10/16A+PE Gewiss Ref. GW20 265 
- 1 light  230 V  Disano FL2x58 Ref. 164448 
• Function part (Picking Help) : 
- Control panel (interface picking) with : 1 lamp Télémécanique XB4-BVB4, 1 BP 
Télémécanique  XB4-BA61,  2 ASI IP20 subscribers  4 inputs / 4 outputs 3RG9 002  
0DA00 
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- 1 barcode reader Leuze MA21 100 + IT3800LR12   
- 1 lamps XB4-BVB1 for piking help 
 The operation functions to realize once the palet has been locked are: 
1) Reading fabrication label (fabrication barcode and picking) 
2) Sequencing control on the number of fabrication and line 
3) Visual picking help  
D.1.3.3 Workstations 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21 
These workstations show the same equipment because they only have the Workstation part. 
It is the same for the GAP workstations, the only difference is at the operation function level 
that is adjustable from the OP7. 
Necessary material: 
-    1 cabinet P153, P155, P156, P157, P158, P160, P161, P162, P164, P165, P166, P168, 
P171, P172 for the signals of the workstation with 2 ASI IP20 subscribers 4 inputs / 4 
outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
- 1 electrical box  for lighting, sockets and power 
- 1emergency button Télémécanique XB4-BS142  
- 1 red lamp Télemécanique 
- 1 pedal 
- 1 monostable ev stopper palette 
- 1 inductive sensor for palette IFM  
- 1 bistable ev for locking palette + 2 reed  
- 1 switch Gewiss Ref. GW20 503 
- 2 sockets  230V 10/16A+PE Gewiss Ref. GW20 265 
- 1 light  230 V  Disano FL2x58 Ref. 164448 
The functions (when the palet is locked) are: 
1) Nothing to do 
The GAP workstations have two functions mode (bypass or operation mode) adjustable in the 
HMI. 
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D.1.3.4 Workstation 3 
The necessary material is presented in two parts: 
• Workstation 
-     1 cabinet  P154 for the signals of the workstation with 2  ASI IP20  subscribers 4 inputs / 4 
outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
- 1 electrical box  for lighting, sockets and power 
- 1emergency button Télémécanique XB4-BS142  
- 1 red lamp Télemécanique 
- 1 pedal 
- 1 monostable ev stopper palette 
- 1 inductive sensor for palette IFM  
- 1 bistable ev for locking palette + 2 reed  
- 1 switch Gewiss Ref. GW20 503 
- 2 sockets  230V 10/16A+PE Gewiss Ref. GW20 265 
- 1 light  230 V  Disano FL2x58 Ref. 164448 
• Function part (Screwing) : 
- Control panel (interface screwing) with : 2 lamps Télémécanique XB4-BVB4 et XB4-
BVB3, 1 BP Télémécanique  XB4-BA61, 1 switch 2 pos.  XB4-BG41, 2 ASI IP20 
subscribers  4 inputs / 4 outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
- 2 inductive sensors IFM for bit holder 
The functions (when the palet is locked) are: 
1) Safety screwing  
D.1.3.5 Workstation 8 
The necessary material is presented in two parts: 
• Workstation part: 
-    1 cabinet  P159 des for the signals of the workstation with 2 ASI IP20 subscribers 4 inputs 
/ 4 outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
- 1 electrical box  for lighting, sockets and power 
- 1emergency button Télémécanique XB4-BS142  
- 1 red lamp Télemécanique 
- 1 pedal 
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- 1 monostable ev stopper palette 
- 1 inductive sensor for palette IFM  
- 1 bistable ev for locking palette + 2 reed  
- 1 switch Gewiss Ref. GW20 503 
- 2 sockets  230V 10/16A+PE Gewiss Ref. GW20 265 
- 1 light  230 V  Disano FL2x58 Ref. 164448 
• Function part (Screwing) : 
- Control panel (interface screwing) with : 2 lamps Télémécanique XB4-BVB4 et XB4-
BVB3, 1 BP Télémécanique  XB4-BA61, 2 switch  2 pos.  XB4-BG41, 2 ASI IP20  
subscribers 4 inputs / 4 outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00  
- 1 barcode reader  Leuze MA21 100 + IT3800LR12 
- 2 inductive sensors IFM for bit holder 
The functions (when the palet is locked) are: 
1) Reading fabrication label (fabrication barcode) 
2) Safety screwing  
D.1.3.6 Workstation 12 
The necessary material is presented in two parts: 
• Workstation part : 
-    1 cabinet  P163 for the signals of the workstation with 2  ASI IP20 subscribers 4 inputs / 4 
outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
- 1 electrical box  for lighting, sockets and power 
- 1emergency button Télémécanique XB4-BS142  
- 1 red lamp Télemécanique 
- 1 pedal 
- 1 monostable ev stopper palette 
- 1 inductive sensor for palette IFM  
- 1 bistable ev for locking palette + 2 reed  
- 1 switch Gewiss Ref. GW20 503 
- 2 sockets  230V 10/16A+PE Gewiss Ref. GW20 265 
- 1 light  230 V  Disano FL2x58 Ref. 164448 
 
• Function part (screwing) : 
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- Control panel (interface screwing) with : 2 lamps Télémécanique XB4-BVB4 et XB4-
BVB3, 1 BP Télémécanique  XB4-BA61, 2 switch 2 pos.  XB4-BG41, 2 modules ASI IP20 
  4 inputs / 4 outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
-      2 inductive sensors IFM for bit holders 
The functions (when the palet is locked) are : 
1)Safety screwing  
D.1.3.7 Workstation 12 
The necessary material is presented in two parts: 
• Workstation part : 
-   1 cabinet  P167 for the signals of the workstation with 2 ASI IP20 subscribers 4 inputs/ 4 
outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
- 1 electrical box  for lighting, sockets and power 
- 1emergency button Télémécanique XB4-BS142  
- 1 red lamp Télemécanique 
- 1 pedal 
- 1 monostable ev stopper palette 
- 1 inductive sensor for palette IFM  
- 1 bistable ev for locking palette + 2 reed  
- 1 switch Gewiss Ref. GW20 503 
- 2 sockets  230V 10/16A+PE Gewiss Ref. GW20 265 
- 1 light  230 V  Disano FL2x58 Ref. 164448 
• Function part (Screwing) : 
- Control panel (interface screwing) with : 2 lamps Télémécanique XB4-BVB4 et XB4-
BVB3, 1 BP Télémécanique  XB4-BA61, 2 switch 2 pos.  XB4-BG41, 2 modules ASI IP20 
  4 inputs / 4 outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
- 1 barcode reader Leuze MA21 100 + IT3800LR12 
- 2 inductive sensors IFM for bit holder 
The functions (when the palet is locked) are : 
1) Reading fabrication label (fabrication barcode and picking ) 
2) Safety screwing  
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D.1.3.8 Workstation 19 
The necessary material is presented in two parts: 
• Workstation part : 
-  1 cabinet  P170 for the signals of the workstation 2 ASI IP20 subscribers 4 inputs / 4 
outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
- 1 electrical box  for lighting, sockets and power 
- 1emergency button Télémécanique XB4-BS142  
- 1 red lamp Télemécanique 
- 1 pedal 
- 1 monostable ev stopper palette 
- 1 inductive sensor for palette IFM  
- 1 bistable ev for locking palette + 2 reed  
- 1 switch Gewiss Ref. GW20 503 
- 2 sockets  230V 10/16A+PE Gewiss Ref. GW20 265 
- 1 light  230 V  Disano FL2x58 Ref. 164448 
• Function part (Picking Help) : 
- Control panel (interface picking) with : 1 lamp Télémécanique XB4-BVB4, 1 BP 
Télémécanique  XB4-BA61,  2 ASI IP20 subscribers  4 inputs / 4 outputs 3RG9 002  
0DA00 
- 1 barcode reader Leuze MA21 100 + IT3800LR12   
- 4 lamps XB4-BVB1 for piking help 
The functions (when the palet is locked)  are: 
1) Reading fabrication label (fabrication barcode and picking ) 
2) Visual picking help  
D.1.3.9 Workstation 22 
Workstation and transfer part necessary material : 
-     1 cabinet  P173 for the signals of the workstation with 4 ASI IP20  subscribers 4 inputs / 4 
outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
- 1 electrical box  for lighting, sockets and power 
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- 1emergency button Télémécanique XB4-BS142  
- 1 red lamp Télemécanique 
- 1 pedal 
- 1 monostable ev stopper palette 
- 1 inductive sensor for palette IFM  
- 1 bistable ev for locking palette + 2 reed  
- 1 switch Gewiss Ref. GW20 503 
- 2 sockets  230V 10/16A+PE Gewiss Ref. GW20 265 
- 1 light  230 V  Disano FL2x58 Ref. 164448 
The functions (when the palet is locked)  are : 
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D.2 Safety instructions 
D2.1 List of safety devices 
D2.1.1 Protection of personnel 
Each Workstation counts with an emergency stop placed in a box button. There are two 
emergency stops at the main cabinet and at the control panel at the beginning of the line. 
D2.1.2 Emergency stop 
As an emergency stop is pushed the relay of security KAAU falls, the electrical and 
pneumatic installation are putted out of energy by a “hard” system. 
D2.1.3 Protection against lack of pressure 
A progressive switch valve as well as a pressure sensor are foreseen in the line for this case. 
In case there were not enough air pressure, the conveyors should be stopped. As soon as 
the threshold of pressure would have been reached the conveyors would be restarted. 
D2.2 Safety instructions during operation 
In automatic mode, safe conditions are related to the correct use of the line according to the 
operator manual. 
The person who realises movements in manual mode is responsible of the damages that 
may occur. The manual mode is not prepared to work with the same safeties that are present 
in the automatic mode. 
D2.3 Safety instructions in maintenance 
The operations of maintenance have to be done in safe conditions. In order to leave energy 
(electrical and neumatical) from all the damaging parts, it‘s important to use a padlock at the 
main switch in the main cabinet to ensure nobody puts the installation under power.  
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Important! The main switch at the cabinet only concerns the 380V network. The cabinet has 
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D.3 Procedures for starting up and shutting down 
D.3.1 Machine under power 
D.3.1.1 Human-machine interface 
 
INTERFACE POSITION FUNCTION 
Main switch P151 ? Cabinet under power 
Lamp Under Power 
 P151 ? Installation Under Power 400VAC 
Lamp 24V Inputs Under Power 
 P151 ? Installation under power  24VDC Inputs 
 
D.3.1.2  Power on  main cabinet 
 
 OPERATOR ACTION RÉACTION 
1 Turn on the main switch  
? « Under Power » lamp lights on  
? « 24V Inputs Under Power » lamp lights 
on 
 
D.3.1.3 Power off main cabinet 
 
 OPERATOR ACTION RÉACTION 
1 Turn off the main switch 
? « Under power » lamp extinguishes 
? « 24V Inputs Under Power » lamp 
extinguishes 
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D.3.2 Starting and shutting down 
D.3.2.1 Human-machine interface 
 
INTERFACE POSITION FUNCTION 
H.M.I. OP7 P151 ? Display of faults and messages 
BP Power ON P151 ? Power on the installation  
BP Power OFF P151 ? Power off the installation 
BP Acknowledge faults P151 ? Reset of faults 
White lamp 24V 
Outputs Under Power 
 
P151 ? Installation under power 24VDC Outputs 
Fault lamp P151 ? Steady : existence of a fault 
 
D.3.2.2 Starting up 
 
 OPERATOR ACTION  REACTION 
1 Pushing BP Power ON 
? The message  « Installation out of power » disappears 
? Fault lamp lights on 
? « 24V Outputs under power » lamp lights on 
2 Pushing BP Rearm ? In case its necessary to rearm KAAU  
 
D.3.2.3 Shutting down 
 
 OPERATOR ACTION REACTION 
1 Pushing BP Power off ? The message  « Installation out of power » is displayed 
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? « 24V Outputs under power » lamp lights off 
 
D.3.3 Process involved in start up and shutt down 
D.3.3.1 Power in main cabinet 
Main power supply of the cabinet on means: 
 
 STATE CONSEQUENCES 
1 Cabinet under general power 
? 400VAC in cabinet 
? Power supply to power supply of 24VDC 
in the cabinet 
? Power supply at 24VDC to the mass of 
the actuators  
? Power supply at 24VDC for ASI networks
? Power Supply at 24VDC to the mass of 
the sensors  
 
 
D.3.3.2  Power on installation means: 
 
 STATE CONSEQUENCES 
1 Installation in service 
? Power supply at 24VDC for the outputs of 
the main cabinet 
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D.4 Operation 
D.4.1 Human-machine interface 
Human Machine interface at the panel of the main cabinet: 
 
N° INTERFACE NAME FUNCTION 
1 Lamp 1 green HLP151GTM 
? Steady : All zones in auto and in cycle 
? Flashing: At least one zone is not in cycle 
? Extinguished : No zone is in cycle 
2 Lamp 2 red HLP151RTM ? Flashing :At least one fault or alarm in the installation ? Extinguished :no faults nor alarms. 





HLP151VIC ? 24V in input cards 
5 White lamp Sortie 24V OK HLP151VOC ? 24V in input cards 
6 HMI OP7 OP7001 
? Visualization of faults , working modes , manual 
movements and speed adjustment of  the working 
conveyor 
7 BPL green Movement +  SBP151M+ 
? Manual movement in the sense of production  
? Steady : end of movement 
? Flashing : conditions of movements OK 
? Extinguished : no condition for movements 
8 BPL green Movement -  SBP151M- 
? Movement in the inverse sense of production 
? Steady : end of movement 
? Flashing : conditions of movements OK 
? Extinguished : no condition for movements 
9 BPL white Power ON SBP151PON 
? Pushing BP : Give power to the installation 
? Flashing : conditions  OK 
? Extinguished :  Installation under power 
10 BP black Power OFF SBP151POFF ? Leave power to the installation 
11 BP blue Rearm SBP151R 







SAGENMT ? Selection of mode auto or manu or without mode 
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12 BPL green  Start gnrl cycle SBGENSTC 
? Pushing BP : start cycle  
? Flashing : Authorisation for general start cycle 
? Steady : in cycle 
13 BP black Stop gnrl cycle SBGENSPC ? Request for cycle end  
14 
BP blue  
Acknowledge 
fault 







 ? Selection of mode auto or manu or without mode zone 1 
16 
BPL green  
Start cycle 
Zone 1 












 ? Selection of mode auto or manu or without mode zone 2 
19 
BPL green  
Start cycle 
Zone 2 









? When the PLC doesn’t work, all the stoppers and 
locking systems go to rest state to allow the production 
in degraded mode. 
22 
Emergency 
stop key 455 SBP151AU ? Emergency stop of the installation  
 
D.4.2 Operating modes 
Human machine interface 
 
INTERFACE POSITION FUNCTION 
Normal/Degraded  P151 ? Key selector to choose the operating mode 
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D.4.2 Normal mode 
The normal mode implies running with the cycles controlled by the PLC (see automatic and 
manual mode). 
D.4.2 Degraded mode 
The degraded mode uses all the energies (electrical and pneumatical) and is only permitted 
in case of failure of the CPU. Turning it on in the main cabinet will allow the palets to be 
pushed through all the different workstations. The transferences will be moved with the 
selectors and pushbuttons placed at the cabinet corresponding to this transference and will 
run only in this mode.  
 
INTERFACE POSITION FUNCTION 
BP activation rollers P152/173/174 ? Activates the rollers 
Selector  Elevator 
UP/DOWN P152/173/174 ? Place the elevator in the selected position 
 
D.4.3 Cycles 
D.4.3.1 Workstation cycle 
Once the palet is detected at the workstation the locking system is activated and the process 
can start. The pedal should be pressed when the process is finished. The palet will go then to 
the following workstation as soon as this  one will be ready. 
It is possible to make a bypass at this workstation (no process executed) with the OP7. The 
palet will be released without pushing the pedal as the next workstation would be ready. 
 
D.4.3.2 Function cycle 
 
• Screwing cycle 
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• Picking help cycle 
• Conformity and traceability cycle 
D.4.4 Stoppage 
Description of the process to request a stoppage from the main cabinet: 
 
 OPERATOR ACTION REACTION 
1 Pushing BP Stop cycle ? Lamp  extinguished  no zone in cycle 
 
Depending on the stop cycle, the stoppage will involve one zone or in case of pushing the 
general BP Stop cycle, all the zones. 
D.4.5 Restart 
Request for a general start cycle from the automaton cabinet: 
 OPERATOR ACTION RÉACTION 
1 Pushing BP Acknwledge fault 
? If no fault, red lamp off 
? “Start cycle” lamp flashing : at least one zone not in 
cycle 
2 Pushing  BP start cycle general ? Lamp in cycle on : 2 zones in cycle  
 
Request for a local start cycle from the automaton cabinet: 
 
 OPERATOR ACTION REACTION 
1 Pushing BP Acknwledge fault 
? If no fault, red lamp off 
? “Start cycle” lamp flashing : authorisation for 
starting zone 
2 Pushing  BP start cycle zone X ? Lamp BP Start Cycle steady : zone in cycle  
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D.5 Automatic operating mode 
D.5.1 Automatic/Stop/Manual 
Each zone has its own operating mode,  
 
- manual mode  :authorisation for all the simple or combined manual 
movements 
- mode 0          : no authorisation for any movement 
- mode automatic      : Authorisation for operating cycles 
 
For every change of operating mode (for each zone), the automaton displays a message. 
 
The installation is divided in 2 zones. The movements are only possible in the correct 
zone. 
 
- manual mode  : no zone can be working in automatic mode. Only manual 
movements are allowed. 
- mode 0          : No authorisation for manual movements nor automatic 
cycle 
- automatic mode     : Authorisation for cycles or manual movements 
 
Switch ZONE 1 ZONE2 (Mobile functions) 
General Man 0 Auto Man 0 Auto 
Man YES YES NO YES YES NO 
0 NO NO NO NO NO NO 
Auto YES YES YES YES YES YES 
 
 . YES : allows the selected mode for the concerned zone 
. NO: doesn’t allow selected mode for the concerned zone 
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D5.2 Procedure for switching to automatic 
To change to automatic in a zone, the operating mode switch must be in the automatic 
position. 
The different switches present the following solutions: 
 
Switch Zone x 
General Man 0 Auto 
Manu YES YES NO 
0 NO NO NO 
Auto YES YES YES 
 
YES : position supporting the movements 
NO : position not supporting the movements 
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D.6 Manual operating mode 
D.6.1 Procedure for switching to manual 
To change the operating mode of a zone to manual, it is necessary to respect the following 
positions for the switches : 
 
Switch Zone x 
General Man 0 Auto 
Man YES YES NO 
0 NO NO NO 
Auto YES YES YES 
YES : position supporting the movements 
NO : position not  supporting the movements 
The human machine interface concerned: 
 
INTERFACE POSITION FUNCTION 
Lamp Movement + Panel P151/M175 
? Flashing : movement possible in positive sense 
? Steady : movement finished in positive sense 
? Extinguished : movement not possible in positive 
sense 
Lamp movement - Panel P151/M175 
? Flashing : movement possible in negative sense 
? Steady: movement finished in negative sense 
? Extinguished : movement not possible in negative 
sense 
Switch 
Manu / 0 /Auto 
Panel 
P151/M175 ? Selection of operating mode 
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The manual movements are chosen with the different OP7 screens placed at the beginning 
and the end of the line. Once the zone has been switched to manual mode and the 
movement selected with the OP7, the manual movement pushbuttons permit to move it with 
the safeties activated. All the different parts to move are displayed in the OP7. 
 
 OPERATOR ACTION REACTION 
1 Switch in manual  
2 Choose the screen concerned 
? Select the movement with the shift button and the 
arrow up/down to change the field. The name of the 
movement blinks until it has not been accepted with 
the enter button of thr screen, then the movement is 
possible. 
3 Movement Selection with OP 7 
? Lamp + or - 
- Flashing : possible movement in the 
concerned sense  
- Steady: finished movement 
- Extinguished :not possible movement 
 
D.6.2 List of manual controls 
Text displayed  
(1 rang) 
Text displayed 





CONVEYOR WORKING CONV. 1 H,O Start/Stop 
 RETURN CONV. 1 H,O Start/Stop 
 CONV.BUFFER 1 1 H,O Start/Stop 
 CONV.BUFFER  1 H,O Start/Stop 
 CONV BUFFER 2 1 H,O Start/Stop 
     
WORKSTATION  WS1-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
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 WS1-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 1-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 1-ELEVATOR 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 1-ROLLER 1 O ON/OFF 
 WS 2-POKA YOKE 1 O OAuthor./Non 
author. 
 WS 2-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 2-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 3-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 3-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 3-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 4-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 4-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 4-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 5-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 5-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 5-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 6-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 6-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 6-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
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 WS 7-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 7-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 7-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 8-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 8-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 8-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 9-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 9-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 9-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 10-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 10-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 10-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 11-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 11-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 11-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 12-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 12-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 12-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 13-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
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author. 
 WS 13-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 13-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 14-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 14-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 14-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 15-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 15-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 15-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 16-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 16-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 16-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 17-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 17-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 17-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 18-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 18-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 18-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 19-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
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 WS 19-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 19-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 20-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 20-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 20-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 21-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 21-LOCKER 1 O UP/DOWN 
 WS 21-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 WS 22-POKA YOKE 1 O Author./Non 
author. 
 WS 22-STOPPER 1 O DOWN/UP 
 TR2.1-ELEVATOR 1 O UP/DOWN 
 TR2.1-ROLLER 1 O ON/OFF 
 TR2.2-ELEVATOR 1 O UP/DOWN 
 TR2.2-ROLLER 1 O ON/OFF 
 TR3.1-ELEVATOR 1 O UP/DOWN 
 TR3.1-ROLLER 1 O ON/OFF 
 TR3.2-ELEVATOR 1 O UP/DOWN 
 TR3.2-ROLLER 1 O ON/OFF 
Type code H: hold the button to move 
Type code O: impulsion to move 
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D.7 Alarms 
All the faults are identified and displayed at the HMI by the automaton in order to diminish 
reparation time. When a fault occurs only the concerned element is stopped. General faults 
light on all the red lamps (cabinet and workstations), local ones only the workstation 
concerned and the cabinet. 
When a fault occurs, only the element concernid is stopped to allow the production to 
continue. The general faults activate all the lights (workstation and main cabinet). The local 
ones affect only the workstation concerned. 
As a fault has been acknowledged, the not persistent  faults are erased though the remaining 
ones are still displayed in the HMI. 





BCR_ Error in message, 
no correct format 
SA Strange format of message 
received from the MA30 
 
BCR_ Unknown BCR 
number 
SA Message from an unknown 
BCR 
 
BCR_ Error reception by 
serial card 
SA Error from serial card in the 
rack 
 
Emergency M175 SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
Emergency main cabinet SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
Pilz KO OP Emergency stop pushed or no 
power at the security relay 
Verify all the emergency stop are unlocked, 
acknowledge the fault, rearm the system and start the 
cycle. 
Protection ASI 1 OP Overcurrent at the ASI 
protection QFASI01 
Verify the possible causes of the problem, rearm the 
protection and acknowledge the fault. 
Protection ASI 2 OP Overcurrent at the ASI 
protection QFASI02 
Verify the possible causes of the problem, rearm the 
protection and acknowledge the fault. 
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Protection ASI 3 OP Overcurrent at the ASI 
protection QFASI03 
Verify the possible causes of the problem, rearm the 
protection and acknowledge the fault. 
V Inputs CDI1 OP No voltage to the card Verify the protection QFVIC/24FUI1 is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
V Inputs CDI2 OP No voltage to the card Verify the protection QFVIC/24FUI2 is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
V Outputs CDO1 OP No voltage to the card Verify the protection QFVOC/24FUO1 is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
V Outputs CDO2 OP No voltage to the card Verify the protection QFVOC/24FUO2 is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
V Outputs CAO1 OP No voltage to the card Verify the protection QFVOC/24FUA1 is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
Console protection OP Overcurrent at the PC 
protection 
Verify the possible causes of the problem, rearm the 
protection QFPC/QSLCB and acknowledge the fault. 
BCR Power protection OP Overcurrent at the BCR 
protection 
Verify the possible causes of the problem, rearm the 
protection QFLCB and acknowledge the fault. 
Frequence converter 
protection 
OP Overcurrent at the frequence 
converter protection QFV01CV 
Verify the possible causes of the problem, rearm the 
protection QFV01CV and acknowledge the fault. 
Frequence converter fault OP   
Connexion motors OP Harting of a motor not 
connected 
Connect all the hartings of the motors 
Protection motor 
MO01CV 
OP Overcurrent at the motor 
protection QF01CV 
Verify the protection QF01CV is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
Protection motor 
MO02CV 
OP Overcurrent at the motor 
protection QF02CV 
Verify the protection QF02CV is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
Protection motor 
MO03CV 
OP Overcurrent at the motor 
protection QF03CV 
Verify the protection QF03CV is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
Protection motor 
MO04CV 
OP Overcurrent at the motor 
protection QF04CV 
Verify the protection QF04CV is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
Protection motor 
MO05CV 
OP Overcurrent at the motor 
protection QF05CV 
Verify the protection QF05CV is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
Protection motor 
MO06CV 
OP Overcurrent at the motor 
protection QF06CV 
Verify the protection QF06CV is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
Protection motor 
MO07CV 
OP Overcurrent at the motor 
protection QF07CV 
Verify the protection QF07CV is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 




OP Overcurrent at the motor 
protection QF08CV 
Verify the protection QF08CV is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
Protection motor 
MO09CV 
OP Overcurrent at the motor 
protection QF09CV 
Verify the protection QF09CV is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
Protection motor 
MO10CV 
OP Overcurrent at the motor 
protection QF10CV 
Verify the protection QF10CV is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
Protection motor 
MO11CV 
OP Overcurrent at the motor 
protection QF11CV 
Verify the protection QF11CV is not down and 
acknowledge the fault. 
Pressure sensor 1 OP Not enough pressure detected Solve the problem, acknowledge the fault and restart 
the system. 
Pressure sensor 2 OP Not enough pressure detected Solve the problem, acknowledge the fault and restart 
the system. 
TRF1 - Elevator 1.1 no dt. 
DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF1 - Elevator 1.1 no dt. 
UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF1 - Elevator 1.1 no dt. 
POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
TRF1 - Elevator 1.3 no dt. 
DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF1 - Elevator 1.3 no dt. 
UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF1 - Elevator 1.3 no dt. 
POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
TRF1 - PROTECTION 
ROLLERS 
SA Overcurrent at the rollers 
protection 
Verify all the rollers protection at the cabinet P152  
TRF1 - No detection yx rot SA Time out detection of position 
for xy rotation 
Verify the position corresponds to a detected one and 
verify the concerned detector. 
TRF1 - Two detectors d1, 
d2 
OP Two positions detected at the 
same time 
Verify the inductive detectors of the positions 
TRF1 - Two detectors d2, 
d3 
OP Two positions detected at the 
same time 
Verify the inductive detectors of the positions 
TRF1 - Two detectors d1, 
d3 
OP Two positions detected at the 
same time 
Verify the inductive detectors of the positions 
TRF1 - No palet detection 
EL11 
OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
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TRF1 - No palet detection 
El13 
OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS1 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS1 - Locking system  no 
dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS1 - Locking system  no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS1 - Locking system  no 
dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS1 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS1 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS1 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS2 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS2 - Locking system  no 
dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS2 - Locking system  no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS2 - Locking system  no 
dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS2 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS2 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS2 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS3 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS3 - Locking system  no 
dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS3 - Locking system  no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS3 - Locking system  no OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
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dt. POSITION 
WS3 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS3 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS3 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS4 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS4 - Locking system  no 
dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS4 - Locking system  no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS4 - Locking system  no 
dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS4 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS4 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS4 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS5 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS5 - Locking system  no 
dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS5 - Locking system  no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS5 - Locking system  no 
dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS5 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS5 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS5 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS6 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS6- Locking system  no OP EV activated and position not Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
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dt.DOWN detected 
WS6 - Locking system  no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS6 - Locking system  no 
dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS6 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS6 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS6 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS7 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS7 - Locking system  no 
dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS7 - Locking system  no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS7 - Locking system  no 
dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS7 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS7 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS7 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS8 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS8 - Locking system  no 
dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS8 - Locking system  no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS8 - Locking system  no 
dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS8 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS8 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS8 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
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the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS9 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS9 - Locking system  no 
dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS9 - Locking system  no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS9 - Locking system  no 
dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS9 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS9 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS9 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS10 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS10 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS10 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS10 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS10 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS10 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS10 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS11 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS11 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS11 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS11 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
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WS11 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS11 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS11 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS12 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS12 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS12 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS12 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS12 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS12 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS12 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS13 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS13 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS13 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS13 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS13 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS13 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS13 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS14 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS14 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
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WS14 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS14 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS14 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS14 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS14 - No palet detection  OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS15 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS15 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS15 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS15 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS15 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS15 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS15 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS16 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS16 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS16 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS16 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS16 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS16 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS16 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
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WS17 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS17 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS17 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS17 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS17 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS17 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS17 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS18 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS18 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS18 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS18 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS18 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS18 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS18 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS19 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS19 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS19 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS19 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS19 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
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WS19 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS20 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS20 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS20 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS20 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS20 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS20 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS20 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS21 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS21 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS21 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS21 - Locking system  
no dt. POSITION 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
WS21 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS21 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS21 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
WS22 - EMERGENCY SA Emergency stop pushed Unlock the emergency stop, rearm the system and start 
the cycle. 
WS22 - Locking system  
no dt.DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS22 - Locking system  
no dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
WS22 - Locking system  OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
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no dt. POSITION 
WS22 - Fab. label error SA Fabrication label error Read back 
WS22 - BCR required not 
found 
SA BCR required not found Configure a BCR at this workstation 
WS22 - No palet detection OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
TRF21 - Elevator 2.1 no 
dt. DOWN 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF21 - Elevator 2.1 no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF21 - Elevator 2.1 
indet. pos. 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
TRF21 - PROTECTION 
ROLLERS 
SA Overcurrent at the rollers 
protection 
Verify all the rollers protection at the cabinet P152  
TRF21 - No palet 
detection 
OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
TRF22 - Elevator 2.2 no 
dt. DOWN 
OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
TRF22 - Elevator 2.2 no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF22 - Elevator 2.2 
indet. pos. 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF22 - PROTECTION 
ROLLERS 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
TRF22 - No palet 
detection 
SA Overcurrent at the rollers 
protection 
Verify all the rollers protection at the cabinet P152  
TRF31 - Elevator 3.1 no 
dt. DOWN 
OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
TRF31 - Elevator 3.1 no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF31 - Elevator 3.1 
indet. pos. 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF31 - PROTECTION 
ROLLERS 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
TRF31 - No palet 
detection 
SA Overcurrent at the rollers 
protection 
Verify all the rollers protection at the cabinet P152  
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TRF32 - Elevator 3.2 no 
dt. DOWN 
OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
TRF32 - Elevator 3.2 no 
dt. UP 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF32 - Elevator 3.2 
indet. pos. 
OP EV activated and position not 
detected 
Verify EV and reed detector and acknowledge the fault 
TRF32 - PROTECTION 
ROLLERS 
OP No position detected Verify reed detectors and acknowledge the fault 
TRF32 - No palet 
detection 
SA Overcurrent at the rollers 
protection 
Verify all the rollers protection at the cabinet P152  
TRF32 - No palet 
detection ws22 
OP Time out detection palet Acnowledging the fault we can elude the detection of 
the palet to release it and then verify the detector 
PH1 - Fab. label error 
(component localisation) 
SA Error  in component localisation Acknowledge the fault and read back. 
PH2 - Fab. label error 
(component localisation) 
SA Error  in component localisation Acknowledge the fault and read back. 
SC1 - Unscrews over 
threshold 
SA Unscrews over threshold Turn the key selector Wout Ack. Fault, unscrew and 
turn it back 
SC1 - Fab. label error 
(cycle number) 
SA Error  in cycle number Acknowledge the fault and read back. 
SC1 - Without 
acnowledge screwing 
(unscrewing) 
SA Without acnowledge screwing 
(unscrewing) 
Unscrew 
SC1 - Waiting for Ack. 
Fault to resume the cycle 
SA Waiting for Ack. Fault to 
resume the cycle 
Push the ack. Fault button and continue 
SC1- No detection tool SA More then one tool held Select only one tool 
SC2 - Unscrews over 
threshold 
SA Unscrews over threshold Turn the key selector Wout Ack. Fault, unscrew and 
turn it back 
SC2 - Fab. label error 
(screwing cycle number) 
SA Error  in cycle number Acknowledge the fault and read back. 
SC2 - Without 
acnowledge screwing 
(unscrewing) 
SA Without acnowledge screwing 
(unscrewing) 
Unscrew 
SC2 - Waiting for Ack. 
Fault to resume the cycle 
SA Waiting for Ack. Fault to 
resume the cycle 
Push the ack. Fault button and continue 
SC2- No detection tool SA More then one tool held Select only one tool 
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SC2- No detection tool 
alignement 
SA Tool alignment out of the right 
position 
Place the tool at the good 
SC3 - Unscrews over 
threshold 
SA Unscrews over threshold Turn the key selector Wout Ack. Fault, unscrew and 
turn it back 
SC3 - Fab. label error 
(cycle number) 
SA Error  in cycle number Acknowledge the fault and read back. 
SC3 - Without 
acnowledge screwing 
(unscrewing) 
SA Without acnowledge screwing 
(unscrewing) 
Unscrew 
SC3 - Waiting for Ack. 
Fault to resume the cycle 
SA Waiting for Ack. Fault to 
resume the cycle 
Push the ack. Fault button and continue 
SC3- No detection tool SA More then one tool held Select only one tool 
SC3- No detection tool 
alignement 
SA Tool alignment out of the right 
position 
Place the tool at the good 
SC4 - Unscrews over 
threshold 
SA Unscrews over threshold Turn the key selector Wout Ack. Fault, unscrew and 
turn it back 
SC4 - Fab. label error 
(screwing cycle number) 
SA Error  in cycle number Acknowledge the fault and read back. 
SC4 - Without 
acnowledge screwing 
(unscrewing) 
SA Without acnowledge screwing 
(unscrewing) 
Unscrew 
SC4 - Waiting for Ack. 
Fault to resume the cycle 
SA Waiting for Ack. Fault to 
resume the cycle 
Push the ack. Fault button and continue 
SC4- No detection tool SA More then one tool held Select only one tool 
Seq - Fabrication number 
not correct 
SA Fabrication number not correct Read back 
Seq - Line number no 
correct 
SA Line number no correct Read back 
CF1 - KO from IDPS SA KO from the data base Repeat all the cycle 
TR1 - KO from IDPS SA KO from the data base Repeat all the cycle 
TR1 - Error moving 
internal data 
SA   
CF2 - KO from IDPS SA KO from the data base Repeat all the cycle 
TR2 - KO from IDPS SA KO from the data base Repeat all the cycle 
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TR2 - Error moving 
internal data 
   
CF3 - KO from IDPS SA KO from the data base Repeat all the cycle 
TR3 - KO from IDPS SA KO from the data base Repeat all the cycle 
TR3 - Error moving 
internal data 
   
CF4 - KO from IDPS SA KO from the data base Repeat all the cycle 
TR4 - KO from IDPS SA KO from the data base Repeat all the cycle 
TR4 - Error moving 
internal data 
   













































OP Time out of transmission 
exceed 
Read back  
IDPS-Time_out reception 
msg2 





OP Time out of transmission 
exceed 
Read back 


































OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-CUSHION 
CONFORMITY 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB MANUFACT 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB LINE FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-IDPS FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-Msg2 SGBD 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-CUSHION 
TRACEABILITY 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB MANUFACT 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB LINE FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-IDPS FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-Msg3 SGBD 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-CUSHION 
CONFORMITY 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB MANUFACT 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
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IDPS-NB LINE FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-IDPS FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-Msg4 SGBD 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-CUSHION 
TRACEABILITY 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB MANUFACT 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB LINE FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-IDPS FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-Msg5 SGBD 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-CUSHION 
CONFORMITY 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB MANUFACT 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB LINE FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-IDPS FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-Msg6 SGBD 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-CUSHION 
TRACEABILITY 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB MANUFACT 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB LINE FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-IDPS FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-Msg7 SGBD 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-CUSHION 
CONFORMITY 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB MANUFACT 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB LINE FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
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IDPS-IDPS FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-Msg8 SGBD 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-CUSHION 
TRACEABILITY 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB MANUFACT 
FAULT 
OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-NB LINE FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
IDPS-IDPS FAULT OP Type of fault sent by IDPS Acknowledge fault and read back 
Acknowledge types: 
• SA: self acknowledge 
• OP: need to be acknowledge with the blue button “Acknowledge faults” at the main 
panel 
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D.8 Flexibility 
D.8.1 Configuration at the HMI 
The functions as well as the barcode readers can be physically moved from one station to 
another according to specifications (no total flexibility). It’s then necessary to configure it at 
the HMI.  At the screen of configuration of the functions or the barcode readers, place the 
cursor over the field that you want to change using the arrows up and down. Then, push 
SHIFT and choose the correct WS number that blinks until we accept it with the ENTER 
button.  
D8.2 How to move functions 
To physically move one function from one station to another one (according to the flexibility), 
it’s necessary to disconnect and reconnect the following cables at the clamper in the 
workstation electrical box: 
• ASI bus: yellow cable that contains two wires (brown positive and blue negative). 
• Power for the outputs (3 wires: GS1/24, GS1/23 and GS1/25) 
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In the image below, it’s possible to see where to clamp the different terminals from the 
function in a workstation without functions after disconnecting it from the previous 





The rest of the cables concerning the function are to be physically moved with the box of the 
functions without disconnecting anything, except for the screwing. In this case, the screwing 
control (CVIC) has to be unplugged from the socket and plugged back at the socket of the 
chosen workstation. 
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D.9 Traceability and conformity 
D.9.1 Description of installation    
D.9.1.1 Functional description 
Ensure the conformity of the process and store this formation in a centralized database is the 
aim of these functions. The information is collected with barcode readers from the labels of 
the different parts conforming the seat: the fabrication label of the seat and the component 
label of the component concerned by this function. The conformity of the component from the 
data processing allows the process to continue. The data for the traceability is send only 
when the process concerning the seat and the element is achieved with a result OK. 
Conformity could be done while without traceability has been selected but traceability doesn’t 
work if without conformity is selected, of course for the function corresponding to the same 
element. 
 
D.9.1.2 General description 
 
CF1, TR1 C60 or C100 
CF1, TR1 C40 
CF1, TR1 B60 
CF1, TR1 B40 
 
D.9.1.3 Description of operating material 
Necessary material: 
-  1 box for the ASI subscribers and the buttons concerning the function 
-  2 ASI IP20 subscribers 4 inputs / 4 outputs 3RG9 002  0DA00 
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- 4 lamp Télémécanique XB4-BVB4 and XB4-BVB4, 2 BP Télémécanique  XB4-BA61 and 2 
switch 2 pos. with    key 421E Telemecanique 
- 1 barcode reader Leuze MA21 100 + IT3800LR12   
 
D.9.2 Description of interfaces 
D.9.2.1 Interface on traceability box 
 
N° INTERFACE NAME FUNCTION 






SB01TRx ? Acknowledge faults of the traceability 
3 Lamp orange Traceability HL01TRx 
? Steady: traceability done 
? Flashing : Reading authorisation 
? Extinguished : end of process at this station 
4 





? 0: Normal operation, position with 
traceability 
? 1: Degraded operation, position without 
traceability 






SB01TRx ? Acknowledge faults of the workstation  
3 Lamp orange Conformity HL01TRx 
? Steady: conformity done 
? Flashing : Reading authorisation 
? Extinguished : end of process at this station 
4 





? 0: Normal operation, position with 
conformity 













D.9.2.2 Configuring functions at the HMI 
The paragraph “Description of the screens for the OP7 in the cabinets P151/P175” shows the 
different screens of the OP7. The mobile configuration screen issue from the main menu will 
include traceability and conformity. Choosing them the workstation number where the 
function is placed and the use of barcode readers should be selected.  
 
D.9.2.3 Interface between automation and data processing 
 
• Awake signal data word (Word 0): 
? Bit 0 = 1  : at least one fault 
? Bit 1 = 1  : at least one warning 
? Bit 2 = 1  : without data processing 
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? Bit 3 = 1  : at least one without LCB 
? Bit 4 = 1  : at least one without screwing 
? Bit 5 = 1  : at least one without traceability 
? Bit 6 = 1  : at least one without conformity 
? Bit 7 = 1  : (to be defined) 
? Bit 8 = 1  : (to be defined) 
? Bit 9 = 1  : (to be defined) 
? Bit 10 = 1 : (to be defined) 
? Bit 11 = 1 : (to be defined) 
? Bit 12 = 1 : (to be defined) 
? Bit 13 = 1 : (to be defined) 
? Bit 14 = 1 : (to be defined) 
? Bit 15 = 1 : (to be defined) 
 
• Message 2: C60/C100 Conformity 
? Word x    : Label type (1 char) 
? Word x+1: Line nº and manufacturing  
?        ‘’       : week number (between 01 and 99) 
?        ‘’       : length of component data (between 1 and 24) 
?        ‘’       : (component conformity data defined during supplier’s functional 
analysis) 
 
• Message 3: C60/C100 Traceability 
? Word x    : Label type (1 char) 
? Word x+1: Line nº and manufacturing  
?        ‘’       : week number (between 01 and 99) 
?        ‘’       : length of component data (between 1 and 24) 
?        ‘’       : (component traceability data defined during supplier’s functional 
analysis) 
 
• Message 4: C40 Conformity 
? Word x    : Label type (1 char) 
? Word x+1: Line nº and manufacturing  
?        ‘’       : week number (between 01 and 99) 
?        ‘’       : length of component data (between 1 and 24) 
?        ‘’       : (component conformity data defined during supplier’s functional 
analysis) 
 
• Message 5: C40 Traceability 
? Word x    : Label type (1 char) 
? Word x+1: Line nº and manufacturing  
?        ‘’       : week number (between 01 and 99) 
?        ‘’       : length of component data (between 1 and 24) 
?        ‘’       : (component traceability data defined during supplier’s functional 
analysis) 
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• Message 6: B60 Conformity 
? Word x    : Label type (1 char) 
? Word x+1: Line nº and manufacturing  
?        ‘’       : week number (between 01 and 99) 
?        ‘’       : length of component data (between 1 and 24) 




• Message 7: B60 Traceability 
? Word x    : Label type (1 char) 
? Word x+1: Line nº and manufacturing  
?        ‘’       : week number (between 01 and 99) 
?        ‘’       : length of component data (between 1 and 24) 
?        ‘’       : (component traceability data defined during supplier’s functional 
analysis) 
 
• Message 8: B40 Conformity 
? Word x    : Label type (1 char) 
? Word x+1: Line nº and manufacturing  
?        ‘’       : week number (between 01 and 99) 
?        ‘’       : length of component data (between 1 and 24) 
?        ‘’       : (component conformity data defined during supplier’s functional 
analysis) 
 
• Message 9: B40 Traceability 
? Word x    : Label type (1 char) 
? Word x+1: Line nº and manufacturing  
?        ‘’       : week number (between 01 and 99) 
?        ‘’       : length of component data (between 1 and 24) 




D.9.3 Description of operation 
D.9.3.1 Description of operating modes 
In degraded mode (without PLC), the functions doesn’t work. 
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D.9.3.2 List of manual controls 
Operation with or without barcode readers: 
Traceability and conformity doesn’t work without barcode readers. 
Operation without PLC: 
Traceability and conformity doesn’t work without PLC. 
 
D.9.4 Description of faults 
D.9.4.1 List of families (fault, alarm, message) 
All the faults are identified and displayed at the HMI by the automaton in order to diminish 
reparation time. When a fault occurs only the concerned element is stopped. General faults 
light on all the red lamps (cabinet and workstations), local ones only the workstation 
concerned and the cabinet. 
When a fault occurs, only the element concerned is stopped to allow the production to 
continue. The general faults activate all the lights (workstation and main cabinet). The local 
ones affect only the workstation concerned. 
As a fault has been acknowledged, the not persistent  faults are erased though the remaining 
ones are still displayed in the HMI. 
 
D.9.4.2 Exhaustive list of faults 
 
Fault reading TR1 
Fault reading CF1 
Fault reading TR2 
Local 
Fault reading TR3 
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Fault reading CF3 
Fault reading TR4 
Fault reading CF4 
TR1 not realized 
CF1 not realized 
TR2 not realized 
CF2 not realized 
TR3 not realized 
CF3 not realized 
TR4 not realized 
CF4 not realized 
IDPS-C60/C100 Confor/SGDB Fault 
IDPS-C60/C100 Confor/Cushion 
Conformity 
IDPS-C60/C100 Confor/Nb Manufacturing 
Fault 
IDPS-C60/C100 Confor/Nb Line Fault 
IDPS-C60/C100 Confor/IDPS Fault 
IDPS-C60/C100 Tracea/SGDB Fault 
IDPS-C60/C100 Tracea/Cushion 
Conformity 
IDPS-C60/C100 Tracea/Nb Manufacturing 
Fault 
 
IDPS-C60/C100 Tracea/Nb Line Fault 
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IDPS-C60/C100 Tracea/IDPS Fault 
IDPS-C40 Confor/SGDB Fault 
IDPS-C40 Confor/Cushion Conformity 
IDPS-C40 Confor/Nb Manufacturing Fault 
IDPS-C40 Confor/Nb Line Fault 
IDPS-C40 Confor/IDPS Fault 
IDPS-C40 Tracea/SGDB Fault 
IDPS-C40 Tracea/Cushion Conformity 
IDPS-C40 Tracea/Nb Manufacturing Fault 
IDPS-C40 Tracea/Nb Line Fault 
IDPS-C40 Tracea/IDPS Fault 
IDPS-B60 Confor/SGDB Fault 
IDPS-B60 Confor/Cushion Conformity 
IDPS-B60 Confor/Nb Manufacturing Fault 
IDPS-B60 Confor/Nb Line Fault 
IDPS-B60 Confor/IDPS Fault 
IDPS-B60 Tracea/SGDB Fault 
IDPS-B60 Tracea/Cushion Conformity 
IDPS-B60 Tracea/Nb Manufacturing Fault 
IDPS-B60 Tracea/Nb Line Fault 
IDPS-B60 Tracea/IDPS Fault 
IDPS-B40 Confor/SGDB Fault 
 
IDPS-B40 Confor/Cushion Conformity 
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IDPS-B40 Confor/Nb Manufacturing Fault 
IDPS-B40 Confor/Nb Line Fault 
IDPS-B40 Confor/IDPS Fault 
IDPS-B40 Tracea/SGDB Fault 
IDPS-B40 Tracea/Cushion Conformity 
IDPS-B40 Tracea/Nb Manufacturing Fault 
IDPS-B40 Tracea/Nb Line Fault 
 
IDPS-B40 Tracea/IDPS Fault 
 
 
